
FAQ & Known Issues 

 Can I stream the game? 
o Yes 

 Can I make fanart/fanfiction? 
o Yes 

 Can I lewd your characters? 
o Yes 

 Can I remix the music? 
o Yes, but contact me so I can give you the original credits for them, as most are licensed

 Can I review/use video clips from the game?
o Yes 

 Can I edit/modify the assets? 
o Yes. Feel free to post game mods, just don’t redistribute 

 Can I use the games assets in my own projects?
o Graphics: Anything non-commercial
o Music: I can’t let you, due to legal reasons

 

Video Cutscene Artifacting 

 
 

 
Random Crashing/Black Screen 

 

Victory Screen Hangs 

 

Yes, but contact me so I can give you the original credits for them, as most are licensed 
from the game? 

Yes. Feel free to post game mods, just don’t redistribute commercially or reupload the entire game 
Can I use the games assets in my own projects? 

commercial and EchoedGames related, knock yourself out 
Music: I can’t let you, due to legal reasons 

Caused by: 
NWJS incompatibility/Graphics card incompatibility
resolution incompatibility  
 
Fix suggestion: 
-Right-click on the .exe, go to properties > compatibility and 
experiment with compatibility settings 
-Update your graphics card 
-Change your monitor resolution  
-Use a different version of NWJS 

Caused by: 
This can happen if the game is using more RAM than your compu
has available. You can press F2 in-game to monitor the games RAM 
usage.  
Fix suggestion: 
-In Memory Options, turning on Teleport Clearing 
-Setting the Disable options in Cutscenes > Classic Mode
-Turn off randomized loading screen in Gameplay 
If it persists, you’re welcome to contact us and we’ll try to 
troubleshoot the issue with you. 
This seems to be a bug within YEP_VictoryAftermath, in which the 
victory screen halts/causes slowdown. I’ve never been able to 
replicate this, however I’ve had it reported several times. 
The only suggests I could find are closing any browser windows you 
have open. 
If it persists, contact us and I can send you a patch that will remove 
it for you. 
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Linux Steam Overlay May not work on linux (refers to the achievement overlays and 
such) 
This is an issue within NWJS… I… I think? Ask SaliaNifo. In any case, 
this is a known issue that I cannot fix. Achievements will still be 
triggered on linux, the overlay graphic just won’t show. 

Frame rate issues/stuttering If this occurs, you may try the above settings, or turning off Step 
Sounds under the Audio options. 

 


